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Introduction
High energy runaway electron beams can be generated in tokamak experiments in both the

flattop and disruption scenarios. Given its potential severe damage in tokamak disruptions, it is
importance to have a solid understanding of the physics of runaway electron beams. The kinetic
instabilities associated with the runaway electron beam (called fan instability) has been studied
previously[1], but the result has not been coupled to a runaway electron model including the
avalanche and the radiation. On the other hand, recent experimental observations[2] suggested
the existence of fan instability in current tokamak runaway electron experiments. In addition,
low frequency whistler waves (100 MHz<ω<150 MHz) have recently been directly observed in
tokamak experiments by the first time[3], which is believed to be excited by runaway electrons.
This motivate us to develop a self-consistent model to study the interaction of whistler waves
and runaway electron beam.

Quasilinear model of wave-particle interactions
The evolution of the electron distribution function f in momentum space is advanced through

the kinetic equation. The coordinates for momentum space are (p,ξ ), where p is the momentum
and ξ = p‖/p. The kinetic equation we solve is
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with E‖ the parallel electric field, C[. . . ] the collision operator. Frad is the synchrotron radiation
reaction force term. D [. . . ] is the diffusion operator from the excited waves. SA [. . . ] is the source
term for the avalanche.

Given the distribution function, we can obtain the growth (or damping) rate Γ of every mode,
using
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Here ωpe and ωce are the plasma frequency and electron cyclotron frequency, Jn is the nth order
Bessel function, v is the particle velocity, γ is the relativistic factor, and ρ = mp

√
1−ξ 2/ωce

is the Larmor radius. D is from Eq. (21) in [4]. Ey and Ez are wave polarization normalized to
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Ex. f is normalized so that
∫

p2d pdξ f = 1.
The wave energy E (k,θ) then evolves as

dE (k,θ)
dt

= 2Γ(k,θ)E (k,θ)+K (k,θ), (5)

where K (k,θ) represents the fluctuation electromagnetic field energy from radiation, which
provides the initial amplitudes of the modes. K can be calculated as

K (k,θ) =
ω2
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The diffusion of resonant electrons can be calculated using a quasilinear diffusion model,
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Whistler wave spectrum and runaway electron distribution function
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Figure 1: The spectrum of whistler waves excited by
runaway electrons in QRE experiments.

To validate the model and benchmark
with experiments, we did a simulation us-
ing parameters from a DIII-D QRE experi-
ment. ne = 0.6× 1019m−3, Te = 1.3keV, and
B = 1.45T. E‖ = 0.055V/m, which is about
9ECH. The electron distribution is initialized
as a Maxwellian distribution, and the run-
away electron tail can build up through both
Dreicer and avalanche growth. Then after
some time as the RE population exceeds cer-
tain threshold, we observed that the whistler
waves become unstable and the amplitudes
grow significantly.

The spectrum of the whistler waves are shown inf Fig. 1. There are two branches of whistler
wave excited in simulation, the low frequency whistler waves (LFWWs, ω < 5 GHz), and high
frequency whistler waves (HFWWs). The LFWWs are first excited by the runaway electrons in
high energy regime (p > 10mc), through the anomalous Doppler resonance. Then in the later
time, the HFWWs can also be excited by runaway electrons in the lower energy regime. These
waves are close to the whistler wave resonance cone and are mostly electrostatic waves. In
addition to these two main branches, we also found that the very low frequency whistler waves
(ω < 200 MHz) are also excited in the simulation, which satisfy k⊥� k‖.

Due to the quasilinear diffusion from excited whistler waves, the runaway electron distribu-
tion in momentum space is strongly altered. As shown in Fig. 2 the runaway electron tail in-
cluding the quasilinear diffusion effects is very different from the distribution without whistler
wave diffusion. The distribution now has a much wider distribution on pitch angle in both high
and low energy regime. In addition, the runaway electrons are more cumulated near the low
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energy regime, because the strong pitch-angle scattering from whistler waves stop the electrons
from going to higher energy.
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Figure 2: The RE distribution function affected by
fan instability from whistler waves, compared to that
without fan instability.

Increase of critical electric field of RE
avalanche

The diffusion from excited whistler waves
can affect the growth rate of RE avalanche.
Using the simulation and varying the electron
density ne, we study the change of avalanche
growth rate for different values of E/ECH[5].
We find that for high values of E/ECH , the
whistle waves can enhance the avalanche growth.
This is due to the overlapping of Cherenkov
resonance region and the runaway-loss sepa-
ratrix in momentum space. Because the RE
distribution satisfies ∂ f/∂ p‖ < 0, the diffu-

sion on p‖ can drive more electron to higher energy, crossing the separatrix and become runaway
electrons. However, for low values of E/ECH , the whistler waves actually lower the avalanche
growth rate or even make the population start to decay. This is because in this parameter regime,
the overlapping between the Cherenkov resonance region and the separatrix does not happen.
On the other hand, the whistler waves can scatter resonant electron to large pitch angle, which
makes them easier to lose energy. This creates another channel for RE to lose energy and be-
come thermal electrons again.
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Figure 3: Growth rate of RE popula-
tion as a function of E/ECH , includ-
ing whistler wave diffusion (red), com-
pared to the simulation results without
whistler waves (green).

Combining these two effects, we find that the whistler
wave diffusion can raise the threshold value of E/ECH

with a positive growth rate to around 6 as shown in Fig. 3.
This value is much higher than previously predicted and
is close to experimental observations[6]. At this value,
the avalanche growth of runaway electrons and the dis-
sipation due to whistler wave scattering reaches a bal-
ance. Note that this threshold value depends on the am-
plitudes of excited whistler modes, which is related to the
plasma temperature and magnetic field. Thus determining
this value for other tokamaks requires a careful analysis
and dedicated simulations.

Promptly growing ECE from runaway electrons with whistler waves
The pitch-angle scattering from the exited whistler waves can transfer electrons’ energy from

parallel to perpendicular direction. Given that the ECE comes from the gyro-motion of elec-
trons, the radiation power depends highly on the electrons’ pitch angle. Thus it is expected that
the whistler wave can enhance the ECE from runaway electrons. To validate that, we develop a
synthetic diagnostic tool to calculate the emission and absorption of electron cyclotron waves
from runaway electrons given a distribution function[7]. The ECE power obtained at the an-
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tenna is calculated using the reciprocity theorem, which simplifies the calculation by solving
the backwards propagation equation.
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Figure 4: The prompt growth of ECE
signals affected by the whistle waves,
compared to the simulation result with-
out whistler waves (dashed line).

Using this new tool, we find that for RE distribution
formed by avalanche but without whistler wave diffusion,
the ECE from them is very weak and the total ECE power
still mainly comes from thermal electrons. However, with
whistler waves included in the model, the ECE signals can
have a prompt growth after the HFWWs are excited, as
shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the ECE from runaway elec-
trons actually dominate the radiation from thermal elec-
trons, and the radiation power is much higher than that
from a black-body radiation. The higher frequency elec-
tron cyclotron waves are more enhanced by the runaway
electrons than the lower frequency ones, resulting a flat-
tening of ECE spectrum, which has been observed in experiments.

Conclusion
After taking into account the whistler wave excitation and quasilinear diffusion effects, we

find several open questions regarding the experimental observations about runaway electrons
can be partly explained, including the increase of critical electric field for avalanche, and the
prompt growth of ECE from runaway electrons. In addition to QRE regimes, the whistler waves
may also be important for runaway electrons generated in disruptions, which may be helpful to
find new paths for runaway electron mitigation in ITER.
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